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As said before, in my opinion early economy is the deciding
factor if you are competing for the win or not
Usually you can recognize winning players just by looking their
fleets at turn 30
 Even the first games of the best players – they always have
decent feet at limit








Then there exists players that play a lot, but have impotent
fleets game after game – this must mainly be because of lack
of ”will to win”

All other aspects of the game are built on early economy






Nothing to do with race – competitive player will always have
decent fleet with all races

1. If you have decent fleet, it gives you more diplomatic
options
2. If you have decent fleet, you can plan strategy to execute
with those ships
3. With decent fleet, you can perform tactics and tricks

Without strong fleet – usually you can be nothing but
sidekick




Early economy is slightly different for all races – I am not going to details
But the main thing for all the races to aim before shiplimit is firepower




You can have small neat ships (and you should also have), but what really
matters at limit is pure firepower

Why is firepower so important?


First thing is – you can not have maximum firepower, if you have not also built
good support ships you can get your eco to fly with




Second thing is, after the shiplimit you can produce high end support ships with
prioritypoints






Because of this, calculating just the firepower tells almost always the capability of
your eco

On the otherhand usually you can not build more carriers before the fighting starts

Third thing is, you will earn PP with the firepower you have built – more
firepower = more PP

Sometimes misunderstood point is, that if you play your early eco right
and aim to maximum firepower – you will nearly accidentally have also
good support ships



Put it other way, if you aim to something else than maximum firepower – you
will never build also carriers or battleships by accident
If you ever aim for something else than maximum firepower – there is big risk you
are only maximizing the cannon fodder




No race is an exception – not even Privateers!
Also with Privateers, you should always aim at
maximum firepower at limit – that means maximum
fleet at limit




I wanted to say this, because I can not understand why
such many Privateer players have less than 20 meteors at
shiplimit – even senior officers
I made some research from championship games, and
the number of meteors Privateer players had in those
were pathetic:




17, 9, 12,16, 18, 13 - nearly all mk4
 Less than carrier races should have carriers – must be
something badly wrong with even the very basics of economy
There was only one exception in champ games. Othrym had 37
meteors at turn 28, and also good other ships. This is acceptable
and he gets my absolution
 Important note! He is a player always competing for the
win!



One exception due to new standard games exists
though. You need to calculate also PP when you are
comparing the fleets at turn 30


One carrier can be counted roughly 15pp in my
calculations










This is not easy to count, because also with bad economy you
can produce meaningles bases to gather masses of pp, you do
not even have resources to build ships with
That lets you fully open for early attacks

Remember also, that if you have 15 carriers, and your
neighbour enemy has 200 prioritypoints, he need to use
his resources to actually build those carriers. You can use
all your resources to build fighters and mines because
you allready have the carriers
In my opinion, if eco is played right, you can have all,
the support ships, maximum firepower and the PP

Now the big question is, how to build maximum fleet!




The main thing is, you need to push your economy to limits from
the very first turn!
Send out all possible resources from your HW to generate more
resources – do this as fast as you can! That is what the HW
resources are for




Build up your planets as fast as you can – learn how to do that





If you miss sending resources out by 1 turn, that means roughly cumulated
28 turns at limit. Miss by 2 turns and you are at worst 56 turns behind
Adapt what you find, but do not forget the main things

Dig the minerals from the ground as fast as possible
Tax your natives to limits – move enough clans


My natives are usually all at 40 happiness at shiplimit (there are many ways to tax
natives efficiently )



Keep your freighters (and warships) full maximum time – also
when they are coming back
Always think what you should and will do next. Calculate the
moves of your ships so that there are zero idling ships, bases or
planets waiting for something



Avoiding idling things is the key to success!










Before some more spesific thoughts how to get your eco fly, I will
give you an example how one can improve his skills in planets
First you need a target, where to aim at. I believe that aiming to
maximum firepower can not go wrong – so that is what I tried to
learn
I will now show you my Robotic fleets at turn 28, in 3 consecutive
games
In all these games I did best I can. I learned from the previous
ones, and always aimed at maximum firepower at limit
In the following shiplists, only carriers are included, because the
support ships are quite the same in all games. Majority freighters
& TW Cats Paws
Actually also support ships are better in the games where also more
carriers were built – even I tried to maximize them
 You can read details from my games




These shiplists are not the best one can build. There are always
many many ways to achieve equal firepower. But this is to show
you, that analyzing your game and making changes to your doings
can really affect the outcome







My first game here in NU was actually a Robotic one
That was giant melee – very unskilled players
No big fights in the beginning, so I could do my
economy in peace
I used some basic methods to build up my eco








Taxed hard
Send out resources fast
Made not so many big mistakes

My first MDSF had 150 clans, 50 suplies and (for some
strange reason) 1000mc (possibly meant to be 100)
At turn 28, I had 66 planets, 63 starships, 5 starbases
and 2 Merlins
Carriers –>



17 carriers
4 Automa
 5 Golem
 8 Instrumentality




Not bad - Actually
better than 90% of
Robotic games at nu I
have seen
But not spectacular
 There is lot to improve




One note about fleet
composition – too
many transwarps






Second game as a Robot – Die Hard 16
Many competitive players included
In this game I had super bad duranium in the
beginning
I also concentrated more on support ships, since I was
able to clone a meteor which took a lot of resources


I had actually 7 cloned transwarp meteors at shiplimit







Somehow sad that Robot can build only a few less than privateer
players in champ games…

Other support ships were quite the same as in first
game
My first mdsf had 120 clans, 80 suplies and 350mc
At turn 28 situation was 38 planets, 68 starships, 6
bases and 2 merlins
Carriers->



23 carriers at turn 28
17 Automa
 4 Golem
 2 Instrumentality




+ 7 cloned transwarp
meteors





Mention them, because they
are expensive for a bot,
who has zero economical
advantage

Much stronger fleet than in
the first game
Actually I think this is what
a carrier fleet should look
at limit if economy is
played somehow right


(this fleet costs roughly the
same than 17 low tech
rushes, or 15 virgos)






Third game as a Robot
Very high level game – still going on
I was at war since beginning, so a lot of mines must have been
produced that surely costed me some ship builds
First MDSF 90 clans, 110 suplies and 450mc





Notice most importantly LESS clans and more suplies for kickstart

At turn 28 situation was 48 planets, 69 starships, 6 starbases,
some Merlins
Support ships somehow equal to other games
Including majority of tw catspaws
 Q-tankers Robot do not need – they can build hundreds of fighters in a
turn with their carrier fleet






I had just played blitz tournament and decided to use methods I
learned there to build up eco
Game is still going on, that is why id numbers are hidden
Carriers ->



35 carriers at turn 28











18 Automa
9 Golem
8 Instrumentality

I also had good support
ships, and 44pp (Which
was average)
When I started playing, I
thought this massive
fleet is just impossible to
build before limit – but
apparently it was not
So – one aspect of my
game has definitely been
improved to the
direction I was aiming at





Now you have seen that when I tried to learn to make
more efficient economy aiming at maximum firepower, I
succeeded
That does not mean everyone should build majority of
Automas, or universally bad engine carriers – but that
means that you need to have something you aim at, then
you can succeed on that




I could have produced some less, and with better engines etc.
That is not important. Important thing is, there were 35 of
them – you can not build those without decent eco

So, How did I build this fleet


First I will tell you 2 examples of idling things you should avoid



Second I will tell you in my opinion the most important, but at
the same time most wrong played part of the early economy. If
you do not agree with me fully, that should at least make you
think about the idea behind it

(Atleast the first is familiar to many of you already though, but this is just an
example)




First example about idling things – idling colonists
Typical situation in every game before limit is you do not have
enough clans in your border planets to tax your natives at
maximum efficiency
Something need to be done to that – and you have limited number of
clans you have time to send out
 That is, when you have taxed natives fast to 40 happiness, you can
move all but one clan to tax next planet UNTIL this first planet is
happy again








Usually this first planet can actually receive more clans from next coming
LDSF so you don´t need to come back
You need only 1 clan to generate happiness. So 1000 clans at planet gathering
happiness when colonists are limited is wasting resources, you should avoid

The other point about colonists, after you have built 200 mines
on a planet, you can move colonists out to build up another
planet, to produce those important mines and factories FAST.
These will disappear only 1 / turn.


Only 200 clans can actually build up nearly as many planets as you
want, if used right





Second example about iddling things - idling rock(s)
First planet you found in a game is a dry rock. Maybe some minerals, but no natives.
You are disappointed. What to do?
I have noticed many players just drop 1 clan, and fly away – so wrong – this rock is
important and good for you
1. This rock, when built up fast, will generate hundreds of minerals before shiplimit
 2. First MDSF has just enough cargo to build up this rock – it has not enough cargo to
build up good native planet anyways. You need LDSF for that job
 3. If you don´t build up this rock now, you wont do it until much later. You can never
afford to send your precisious LDSF to this rock anyways, so this rock will remain an
idling rock for a possibly long time
 4. This rock is the nearest planet of your HW, forgetting that planet is a disaster




Actually, in my opinion finding a rock first is actually a good thing







1. Your MDSF found immediately a planet it can build up alone, without need of
another ship to visit this planet also. (second visit is idling)
2. You get possible good mineral deposit near your HW if you build it up fast
3. When you find a rock first, you know where definitely NOT TO send your first LDSF
One extra note! If the first planet is a good native planet – never drop clans from the
first MDSF there. You need to visit this planet with LDSF anyways next turn. This little
freighter is for rocks!
So, build this rock up always with that first MDSF, that is best thing this little freighter
can do for your economy




Ok. What you need for ship building between turns 1 – 30 minerals and money. Faster the better
Most people already know ways to get megacredits fast




The most important thing in early economy, when building up
planets, is to maximize the mines – nearly always even before
the factories(!)






That is actually one of the most wrong played part of economy, so
deeply rooted mistake that even the best players tend to do it

Historically players tend to build factories first, because then you
can leave the planet to develop nicely alone – wrong




But when you need firepower – you need MINERALS!

It will develop, but slow, way too slow

I will tell you another more aggressive way to develop your early
planets
This example will be sharpened and exaggerated – so it does not
mean you should (or even can) do this in every planet


But I am sure you will get the idea behind this




All begins with that pesky MDSF in your homeworld that
you send to conquer the world
When I started playing, I packed 150 clans, 50 suplies and
150 mc
I built 50 factories, and started to develop planets that way
 Same universal idea I used after I conqured more planets – not
always - but often




Next I thought I could bring more cash, so I can build 100
factories rightaway. So. 100 clan, 100 suplies, 300mc.
That was much better – but not close to what I should have
done
 HW has 10000mc - you can afford it




Lets pack this pesky little freighter with 80 clans, 120
suplies and 440 mc
Build the mines first – 80 mines, only 40 factories
 Lets see what happens
 ->




Following calculation has been made with assumption, that all planets have mineral
density of 50%, and above 1000 of all minerals


Offcourse this varies a lot – but usually you can achieve even BETTER results when you
know what minerals you need, what you find, and guide your doings by that



For example if a Robot finds good duranium deposit in the beginning, he can execute
even more aggressive mine production strategy



Calculation has also been made with assumption, that player develops majority of planets
in roughly the same manner – ofcourse this is not 100% true, but if you look through the
games, you will find, that this is usually 90% true. People have their habbits…



This strategy presented is not the best. You must guide your doings by what you find and
actually it is not usually possible to develop all planets like done in this calculation, but
this following example will give you a hint how catastrophic the ”factories first, let the
planets develop alone” strategy can be compared to aggressive mine building



In following calculation, the total amount of minerals mined is totally wrong, because
when maximum number of mines has been achieved, all strategies will produce the same
amount. But what most important – the DIFFERENCE in amounts is true



Some numbers can be inaccurate, and everything is always influenced such many things
that accurate calculations can never be done. This calculation is so rough, that it is
actually totally wrong, but the idea behind it is most important



I really believe in this. When presenting this, I am sure I will make my own career much
harder in the future


I really would not like to see all my enemies having 30 carrier fleets at shiplimit…

 There

are many ways to do early economy
efficiently, and sometimes you found better
planets and sometimes you don´t - but do
not forget the main things







Always think what you should and will do next
Avoid all idling things in your home cluster
Use your colonists efficiently
Do not forget the rocks

Understand the crucial importance of
building up MINES fast. That makes the
difference if you have 2 carriers, 10
carriers or 30 carriers at shiplimit

Thank you!

